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Over the years, we’ve identified concerns our clients have as  
they approach PBM implementation. Learn from our experience  
and explore clear, actionable tips to help your plan prepare.
Click on an icon below to find tips on the areas that are of most interest for your organization.

DELIVERING BETTER 
RESULTS, TOGETHER
Key PBM implementation insights and tips  
for how to overcome common pitfalls 

Listening helps to prepare for challenges and find collaborative solutions. 

In a recent research study of health plan and employer benefit decision-makers,  

we learned that implementation was the most challenging part of the decision-making 

process for complex health care purchases.

Why is it so challenging? 

The anticipation of member disruption. Potentially limited resources. Uncertainty 

with navigating unfamiliar territory. And the sheer complexity and intricacies of the 

implementation itself. 

We are committed to solving the implementation challenges that prevent  

you from moving forward with a powerful PBM solution.

While your organization may undergo a new PBM implementation every couple  

of years – or only once a decade or longer – it’s what our expert teams do every day  

and what they’re best at.

By partnering together on implementation, we can establish a strong, strategic  

foundation that will guide your plan onto a better path.

Confidence in 

implementation team

Technology  

integration

Ability to complete  

on time and schedule

Accuracy and  

quality of materials

Member satisfaction  

and minimal disruption
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TIPS TO CONSIDER
 
1. Include questions you  

have about implementation  

in your RFP. 

2. Engage with the implementation 

experts during your finalist  

meeting to get your questions 

answered.

3. Request information about  

your assigned implementation 

team once you’ve selected  

your vendor. 

4. Ask your implementation  

team to explore strategies 

beyond communications  

to help minimize disruption  

for your plan.

CONFIDENCE IN 
IMPLEMENTATION TEAM
True change requires true partnership,  
united in a shared vision

“ The implementation was a seamless process 
and our implementation manager kept 
everyone focused and up-to-date on activities.”

– Commercial employer client
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Trusting a new group to help transition your members requires certainty. How can you 

make sure those in charge of various swim lanes bring the right expertise as well as the 

diligence and thoroughness needed to deliver on a successful implementation?

How we can make a difference

• We take a data-driven approach, by proactively tracking readiness and providing  

real-time insight into the performance of your implementation.

• Approximately 75% of our implementation managers have come from account 

management or other areas of our organization, bringing unique perspective  

and experience to your plan. This experience enables our implementation team  

to anticipate your needs better than anyone. 

• For complex implementations, a service delivery manager and academic detailer 

pharmacist may be engaged to aggregate patient, prescriber, pharmacy and medical 

data to expose opportunities to unlock additional value. 

• Your account team can be activated and engaged early on, working alongside  

your implementation team to allow for a seamless transition.

• We can also leverage other strategies, including a phased approach, adopting rules 

that are already in in place, conducting white glove outreach for specialty patients  

or members taking specific drugs, and physician education or outreach based on 

your plan’s needs.
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TECHNOLOGY 
INTEGRATION
Integrating new technology and platforms  
within existing infrastructure

“ Never ever in my 21 years of doing this have we had 
such a smooth transition. We could have very easily 
had a flat tire right out of the gate but thanks to your 
thoroughness this has been great.”

–  Client, Vice President Account Management

It can feel like a full-time job navigating the number of internal systems, firewalls  

and system restrictions alone – not to mention ensuring the security and privacy  

of your members’ data.

How we can make a difference

• We bring dedicated technology experts, sales and implementation teams  

to the table to ensure all information is carried through. 

• We partner with you and your vendors to thoroughly understand the technology  

and security requirements and protocols needed to effectively implement with  

your internal teams and systems, to include:

• Secure File Transfer Protocol setup

• Establishing “Forced TLS” (Transport Layer Security)  

email communication

• Establishing Single-Sign-On capabilities if selected

• Completing security questionnaires

TIPS TO CONSIDER
 
1. Be specific in your technology 

and security requirements. 

2. In preparation for meetings  

with your new PBM supplier, 

ensure you have the right 

experts and vendors from  

your organization engaged. 

3. Set the expectation for  

ongoing collaboration and 

engagement from these teams 

and cross-functional partners.
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“ The project management and communication 
with the benefits department was responsive, 
accurate, informative and timely.”

–  Educational institution client

ABILITY TO COMPLETE  
ON TIME AND SCHEDULE 
Managing the time and commitment  
required to onboard a new partner

We recognize the need for speed, but also know there can be no compromises  

to the member experience when undergoing a new implementation. Here are  

a few ways we can help you stay on schedule and ease the burden on your team(s).

How we can make a difference

• Your implementation manager will seek to understand your expectations,  

conduct collaborative planning sessions to understand your goals and create  

a detailed schedule including key milestones. 

• Your implementation manager will also help to clearly outline/articulate what  

is required of your team, so that you have a true sense of the time commitment  

and what’s required for implementation success.

• We provide helpful resources your team can leverage through implementation  

and beyond, including:

• Client portal

• On-demand reporting

• Risk assessment and advanced 
analytical tools

• Communications tracker

• Templates and materials to help  
you communicate the changes

• Overall project management  
support and timeline

• And much more

• For complex implementations, our sales team stays involved throughout the 

implementation, so that there is continuity and consistency without excess handoffs.

• Resources across clinical, technology and operations also can be engaged to help  

your plan be set up for success or to plan ahead to achieve your future goals.

TIPS TO CONSIDER
 
1. Articulate your goals  

and expectations. 

2. Provide insight into how  

we can best partner and  

help relieve your team  

of any time commitment  

or administrative concerns 

you have related to the 

implementation.

3. Review agendas and actions 

needed in advance and ensure 

the right people from your 

organization are included.
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“ The team was very well organized, answered 
all questions, very effective communicator 
about the process.”

–  Manufacturer client

ACCURACY AND  
QUALITY OF MATERIALS 
Informed members = successful transition

Implementation is a change for your organization. Approaching implementation 

as a change management strategy can help ensure that your members have  

all of the information, resources and tools they need to be as comfortable with 

the change as possible. 

How we can make a difference

• Our team provides many resources to ensure your members have all 

the information they need for a seamless experience. Comprehensive 

communications resources, including plans and templates, as well as articles, 

FAQs, buck slips, and change notifications are made available to your team.

• Clinical account executives can also be engaged to help provide input on  

the appropriate verbiage to properly communicate the plan changes. 

• All communications go through our rigorous internal review process, 

including compliance, protective and preventive measures to ensure all 

member communications are of the highest quality and level of accuracy. 

• Communications will be an important element in the overall timeline  

that your implementation manager will guide you through.  

Customizations and best practices (e.g., how much to communicate  

and when) are key areas where our experts can provide guidance.

• As part of our user experience improvement process at  

The Express Scripts Lab, we study member letters and gather insights  

via focus groups and research studies to continually optimize our 

communications for verbiage and visualization effectiveness.

TIPS TO CONSIDER
 
1. Help us understand your members’ 

communication preferences. What 

channels are available or off-limits?  

What are their tolerance levels for certain 

types and volumes of communications? 

2. As you customize your plan, be mindful 

of the lead time required to effectively 

communicate changes. Notifying 

members of a change too late, without 

providing time for them to process 

or plan ahead, can lead to increased 

dissatisfaction and potential impacts to 

financial and health outcomes as well. 

3. To make the review/approval process 

smoother, consider a centralized  

digital collaboration space for our teams. 

Shared access to materials can increase 

efficiency, ensure version control 

across teams, and provide maximum 

visibility into all of your planned member 

communications. 

4. Consider making the shift to more 

engaging electronic welcome experiences 

(please note, this method requires email 

addresses vs. physical mailing addresses).
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While no two implementations are exactly alike, one thing remains consistent: 

attention and focus on the member experience and plans for care continuity are  

of the utmost importance. Ensuring that the services offered to your members stay 

consistent with what they’ve come to expect is critical to a successful implementation.

How we can make a difference

• Whether you need the flexibility to match existing programs or you’re looking 

to adopt new solutions or strategies such as ensuring continuation of therapy, 

academic detailing and more, your goals become our guide. Our focus remains  

on the member experience – providing your members with care continuity  

and a non-eventful implementation.  

• Once selected as your supplier of choice, our team will do a thorough analysis  

of your current plan design to ensure that we keep benefits members are offered 

as close as possible as to what they currently have – or better, if desired. 

• For plans who are open to elevating member behavior and providing  

different choices for health/financial improvement, we provide education,  

demos and modeling – so that you can make the most informed decisions  

for your members and your plan. 

• Based on the data and information provided, we make solutions  

recommendations to match current offerings and minimize member disruption.

of human resources decision makers told us they would 

tolerate a small amount of disruption for maximum cost 

savings with equal or better clinical programs. When the 

potential for member impact exists, the key is to communicate 

intent clearly to provide peace of mind for members –  

and make the transition as seamless as possible.1

MEMBER SATISFACTION  
AND CARE CONTINUITY
Navigating complexity and minimizing disruption

TIPS TO CONSIDER
 
1. Have a thorough and documented 

understanding of your current offerings 

and plan design so you can ensure  

the same level of benefits are achieved.

2. Provide complete and current population 

and claims data so that specific programs 

and the impact to your members can  

be analyzed with greater precision.  

This enables you to make the best  

decision for your plan. 

3. Set clear expectations with your 

implementation team. Let them know  

your concerns so plans can be created 

and executed to mitigate or prevent  

issues. If you or your organization  

have experienced an implementation 

before, let us know what worked well  

and what didn’t.

4. Share any planned changes, broader 

business goals, and/or human resources 

strategies that may impact benefit design. 

This will help us design an implementation 

with the flexibility you need for the future.

89%
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Concern for care continuity 

The health of your company is only as good as the health of those who help  

keep it running. How can we work together to keep them healthy and happy,  

and create a seamless experience for them so they can stay productive at work?

How we can make a difference

• We can evaluate network, formulary, utilization management strategies and  

many other levers to minimize member disruption, while still providing the  

highest quality of care and best possible clinical and financial outcomes.

• With a clinical-first approach to formulary development, we ensure as few 

members as possible are impacted by any coverage changes. For certain  

complex conditions where therapy stability is critical, we automatically make 

exception for patients who are currently taking an excluded medication  

to ensure their coverage continues.

• Another option is to consider a phased implementation, which delays formulary 

changes by three months after the initial implementation. This option may be 

available for clinical programs as well. 

• We run reporting and member disruption impact modeling to see what the 

potential change will be to ensure we’re staying within your comfort levels 

throughout the process. Our operating philosophy is that if we can predict it,  

we can proactively prepare and prevent issues from occurring.

members seek formulary exceptions  

for a plan with 100k lives on average

ONLY 24
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TIPS TO CONSIDER
 
1. Provide the most current, accurate and 

complete data possible, so we can predict  

disruption impact and proactively develop 

mitigation strategies. 

2. Ensure members receive the provided 

communications well in advance so that 

those impacted can plan accordingly.
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If you have questions about 

implementation best practices  

or how we can help your plan,  

please contact us.

Continue reading:

Improving Health Care  
with Physician Connectivity

Helping Physicians by Creating  
a Simpler Pharmacy Experience

Using AI to Improve  
the Patient Experience

Related topics:

Who We Help

Physician Engagement

Member Engagement

Formularies

Evernorth

1. Express Scripts Research, Uncovering Human Resource Managers’ Pain Points, April 2020
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WE’RE IN THIS TOGETHER
As with any change, a new implementation  
comes with the possibility of disruption

However, weighing the long-term clinical and financial outcomes that will occur  

as a result of the change against the short-term impact of the change itself can  

help you more accurately measure the true potential value. 

Selecting the right partner is key

Our mission of driving the health care industry forward is grounded in our 

commitment to your members – and our proven care continuity and communications 

strategies allow us to deliver seamless transitions for the majority of your population, 

with many members barely registering any change at all.

performance guarantees met 

across all lines of business

99.5%
client implementation 

satisfaction rate

98%
clients implemented 

each year on average

500+

https://www.express-scripts.com/corporate/
https://www.express-scripts.com/corporate/articles/improving-health-care-physician-connectivity
https://www.express-scripts.com/corporate/articles/improving-health-care-physician-connectivity
https://www.express-scripts.com/corporate/articles/helping-physicians-creating-simpler-pharmacy-experience
https://www.express-scripts.com/corporate/articles/helping-physicians-creating-simpler-pharmacy-experience
https://www.express-scripts.com/corporate/articles/using-ai-improve-patient-experience
https://www.express-scripts.com/corporate/articles/using-ai-improve-patient-experience
https://www.express-scripts.com/corporate/who-we-help
https://www.express-scripts.com/corporate/solutions/physcian-engagement
https://www.express-scripts.com/corporate/solutions/member-engagement
https://www.express-scripts.com/corporate/about/formularies
https://www.evernorth.com/

